Discovery of new acetylcholinesterase and butyrylcholinesterase inhibitors through structure-based virtual screening†
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Small molecule cholinesterase (ChE) inhibitors represent one of the most effective therapeutic strategies for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). However, only three of these drugs have entered the market. Understanding of the structures of successful ChE inhibitors is still very limited; therefore, it is an urgent task to identify new scaffolds for the design of ChE inhibitors. In the present study, we report an effective computer-aided workflow using a hierarchical structure-based virtual screening to identify new ChE inhibitors. 3D shape-based similarity screening combined with structure-based pharmacophore models was applied to obtain efficiently narrow potential hits from large compound collections, such as Chemdiv. Molecular docking was then used to further restrict the screening results. Five new ChE inhibitors, namely C629-0196, G070-1566, G115-0283, G801-0274, and F048-0694, were identified from the biological validation of 24 potential hits from the virtual screening. These compounds provide interesting templates for the design of new ChE inhibitors. Among the compounds, G801-0274 exhibited the lowest nanomolar range IC$_{50}$ (0.031 ± 0.006 μM) and the highest selectivity (ratio = 66.13) against BuChE. Another compound, C629-0196, showed a low micromolar range IC$_{50}$ (1.28 ± 0.83 μM) against AChE; however, it had no activity against BuChE. Most importantly, these two compounds provide good starting points for the discovery of highly selective ChE inhibitors.

1. Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is one of the most severe causes of cognitive impairment in humans. It is predicted that AD will affect about 6% of the population aged over 65, with more than 70 million patients by 2050. AD is characterized by progressive memory impairment, decline in cognitive function, and altered behavioral and psychiatric symptoms. Although the pathogenic causes of AD are not yet fully understood, the multifactorial nature of AD, which is derived from a complex array of neurochemical factors, is well accepted by researchers worldwide. The pathogenesis of AD now includes cholinergic dysfunction, β-amyloid (Aβ) oligomerization, τ-protein hyperphosphorylation and aggregation, the cell cycle hypothesis, oxidative stress, metal dyshomeostasis, and mitochondrial dysfunction. Understanding of this pathogenesis has resulted in multiple therapeutic strategies, which have further inspired the discovery and development of numerous agents, including both small synthetic compounds and macromolecules.

Many compounds are currently at the stage of pre-clinical or clinical study; unfortunately, however, the failure rate of drug discovery in this area is extremely high. Most of the current treatments for AD are based on the cholinergic dysfunction hypothesis, which asserts that dysregulation of the cholinergic system, mainly due to the decline of acetylcholine (ACh) levels, is the ultimate reason for this cognitive disorder. Therefore, recovery of ACh levels has become a determinant for the treatment of AD. It is well accepted that two types of cholinesterases (ChEs), namely acetylcholinesterase (AChE) and butyrylcholinesterase (BuChE), are responsible for the hydrolysis of ACh within the human brain. Thus, administration of ChE inhibitors will upregulate the concentration of ACh in the brains of AD patients and benefit their treatment. Previous studies have shown that AChE is more substrate-specific than BuChE in the human brain; as a result, it is believed that acetylcholinesterase inhibitors (AChEIs) can provide more specific therapeutic effects than BuChE inhibitors (BuChEIs). Indeed, although there are now many potential drug targets for AD treatment, AChEIs still serve as the main therapeutic agents applied clinically for AD. Additionally, an increasing number of studies have confirmed the key function of BuChE in late-stage...
AD patients, whose AChE is progressively lost. Therefore, the discovery of selective BuChE inhibitors is also attracting the attention of drug developers. To date, three ChE inhibitors have been used in the clinic. Among these, donepezil and galantamine are selective AChE inhibitors, while rivastigmine is a dual AChE–BuChE-inhibiting compound.

The active site of human AChE is a long gorge with a length of approximately 20 Å. Two key sites, namely the catalytic active site (CAS) at the bottom of the gorge and the peripheral anionic site (PAS) near the entrance of the gorge, are linked by a narrow groove. CAS is responsible for the hydrolysis of Ach through a catalytic triad consisting of Ser200, Glu327, and His440. PAS consists of several aromatic residues, including Tyr70, Tyr121, and Trp279. It is considered that PAS exerts significant functions related to both ACh hydrolysis and β-aggregation. Compounds that can interact with both CAS and PAS are believed to exert multiple therapeutic effects; this strategy has inspired the design of multi-target-directed ligands (MTDLs). The shape and arrangement of the active site of BuChE is similar to that of AChE; however, the volume of the catalytic site in BuChE is much larger than that of AChE. This difference provides an opportunity for the design of selective BuChE inhibitors.

To date, the chemical scaffolds for approved ChE inhibitors have been very limited; meanwhile, the compounds which have entered the market only enable palliative treatment, rather than curing or preventing neurodegeneration. Therefore, obtaining ChE inhibitors with new scaffolds is still an urgent task for drug developers. Herein, we describe our efforts toward discovering new ChE inhibitors aided by computational methods. Donepezil, one of the most active AChEIs, was selected as a molecular template for the generation of the 3D shape-based virtual screening. 12,939 compounds with volume shape plus color force field ranging from 0 to 1 were retained as primary hits.

An SBP model was generated on the basis of the donepezil–AChE co-crystal structure (PDB ID: 4EY7) using the Receptor-Ligand Pharmaphore Generation module in the BioVIA Discovery Studio (DS) suite. The top-ranked model was retained as the final model (Fig. 1B). The carbonyl oxygen atom of donepezil was also recognized as a hydrogen-bond acceptor. The phenyl ring acted as the aromatic ring, while the protonated nitrogen atom located at the center functioned as the cation. The excluded volumes were generated according to the spatial arrangements of the key residues. The volumes could exclude the intermolecular collision of a potential hit; thus, the model is more precise and more consistent with the nature of the active binding site. Primary hits from the last step were subjected to a second round of virtual screening, and 1089 compounds with fit values above 3.0 predicted by the SBP model were screened out.

The binding patterns of these compounds were then predicted using the CDOCKER docking module in DS. After visualization of the binding modes, 106 compounds were retained for subsequent manual selection to ensure the structural diversity of the hits. Finally, 24 compounds (Fig. 2) were purchased from the Chemdiv collection, with purity >95.0%, and their ChE inhibitory activities were determined. The detailed screening workflow is shown in Fig. 3.

2. Results and discussion

2.1 Structure-based virtual screening of potential hits on ChEs

In this study, we screened the Chemdiv compound collection, which contains 1,293,896 molecules. The collection was first prepared by the Omega module in the Openeye suite to perform ligand minimization and generate multiple conformations. The prepared collection was then subjected to a 3D shape-based virtual screening mediated by rapid overlay of chemical structures (ROCS). Donepezil, one of the most potent AChEIs, was used as the template for the generation of the 3D shape-based model. ROCS is an efficient shape comparison application for the evaluation of molecular shape similarity. The principle of ROCS can be summarized as follows: molecules will form similar shapes if their volumes overlay well. The program applies a Gaussian function to describe the molecular volume of one compound. When evaluating the shape similarity of a compound to the model, ROCS will score the result in the range from 0 to 1. In addition to molecular volume, ROCS uses a color force field, which is a spatial arrangement of chemical features, to describe the structural characters of one molecule. The chemical features include six types: hydrogen bond donors, hydrogen bond acceptors, hydrophobes, anions, cations, and rings. The similarity is also scored ranging from 0 to 1. In this study, we used a combo score (volume shape plus color force field) ranging from 0 to 2. The higher the score, the more similar a given compound is to donepezil.

For the generation of a shape-based model, the accuracy of the conformation from which the model is built plays a significant role. Therefore, the bio-conformation of donepezil bound to human AChE was extracted from the co-crystal structure (PDB ID: 4EY7) and directly used to generate the model (Fig. 1A). The molecular shape of donepezil is displayed in a yellow shadow. The model contained four hydrophobes derived from the aromatic ring of donepezil. The oxygen atoms of the two methoxyl groups and the carbonyl oxygen atom were recognized as three hydrogen-bond acceptors; the protonated nitrogen atom supplied the cation. This model was then subjected to virtual screening of the Chemdiv collection. 12,939 compounds with combo scores within the top 1% were retained as primary hits. The active site of human AChE is a long gorge with a length of approximately 20 Å. Two key sites, namely the catalytic active site (CAS) at the bottom of the gorge and the peripheral anionic site (PAS) near the entrance of the gorge, are linked by a narrow groove. CAS is responsible for the hydrolysis of Ach through a catalytic triad consisting of Ser200, Glu327, and His440. PAS consists of several aromatic residues, including Tyr70, Tyr121, and Trp279. It is considered that PAS exerts significant functions related to both ACh hydrolysis and β-aggregation. Compounds that can interact with both CAS and PAS are believed to exert multiple therapeutic effects; this strategy has inspired the design of multi-target-directed ligands (MTDLs). The shape and arrangement of the active site of BuChE is similar to that of AChE; however, the volume of the catalytic site in BuChE is much larger than that of AChE. This difference provides an opportunity for the design of selective BuChE inhibitors.
(eqBuChE) were investigated, following Ellman’s method. Donepezil and tacrine were applied as positive controls for AChE and BuChE, respectively. The hits were first screened for their inhibitory activities on AChE and BuChE at a concentration of 10 μM. This preliminary assay resulted in five hits (C629-0196, G070-1566, G115-0283, G801-0274, and F048-0694) which exhibited over 50.0% inhibitory effects on AChE and/or BuChE (Table 1). They were subsequently assayed for dose-dependent inhibitory activity (Fig. 4), and their IC50 values were calculated (Table 1). For AChE, the five hits showed IC50 values of 1.28 ± 0.83, 2.10 ± 0.40, 6.61 ± 2.73, 2.05 ± 0.11, and 3.78 ± 0.32 μM, respectively. The AChE inhibitory curves (Fig. 4A) showed dose-dependent activities for all the compounds. However, C629-0196 did not achieve complete inhibition at the highest concentration (100 μM), leading to a large S.E.M. value. This was due to the poor solubility of the compound at concentrations above 100 μM. Interestingly, C629-0196 did not show any inhibition of BuChE (only 5.63% IR at 10 μM),

![Fig. 1](A) ROCS 3D shape-based model generated from donepezil. (B) Structure-based pharmacophore model generated from the co-crystal structure of donepezil bound to human AChE (PDB ID: 4EY7). Donepezil is shown in light blue stick mode. Key residues of AChE are depicted in yellow thin stick mode. Only polar hydrogen atoms are shown. In the pharmacophore model, the hydrogen bond acceptor, cation, aromatic ring, hydrophobic portion and excluded volumes are colored green, red, orange and gray, respectively.

![Fig. 2](The structures of the 24 potential hits from the virtual screening.)
indicating that it may serve as a good template for the design of a selective AChE inhibitor. For BuChE, dose-dependent curves of the 4 compounds, \textbf{G070-1566}, \textbf{G115-0283}, \textbf{G801-0274}, and \textbf{F048-0694}, were well fitted (Fig. 4B), resulting in IC\textsubscript{50} values of 0.78 ± 0.14, 5.11 ± 4.21, 0.031 ± 0.006, and 2.03 ± 0.35 \textmu M, respectively. Surprisingly, \textbf{G801-0274} exhibited a remarkable nanomolar-range potency and very high selectivity for BuChE (AChE IC\textsubscript{50}/BuChE IC\textsubscript{50} ratio = 66.13). Recent studies have demonstrated the significant role of BuChE, especially in the AChE-deficient brains of AD patients\textsuperscript{14-16} there is currently an urgent call for the discovery of selective BuChE inhibitors. This compound will no doubt provide a very good starting point for the discovery of highly selective BuChE inhibitors.

To remove potential false positive compounds, the 24 hits were then projected to the Pan Assay Interference Compounds (PAINS) filter; this was performed through an online server (http://www.cbligand.org/PAINS/, created and maintained by Prof. Xiang-Qun (Sean) Xie’s laboratory, School of Pharmacy, University of Pittsburgh). The results showed that among the 24 potential hits, 22 compounds passed the PAINS filter, including all 5 validated active hits. Detailed results from the PAINS filter are summarized in the ESI (Table S1†).

To further investigate the binding manner of the hits to the ChEs, \textbf{F048-0694} and \textbf{G801-0274} were selected to perform kinetic studies with AChE and BuChE, respectively. Lineweaver–Burk reciprocal plots were applied as described previously\textsuperscript{29} to elucidate the kinetic properties and inhibitory modes of the two compounds. Generally, Lineweaver–Burk plots can be described by reciprocal rates versus reciprocal substrate concentrations for different inhibitor concentrations resulting from the substrate–velocity curves for ChEs. The detailed values of \(K_m\) and \(V_{\text{max}}\) for the two compounds at different concentrations are listed in Table 2. For \textbf{F048-0694} (Fig. 5A), both slopes (decreased \(V_{\text{max}}\)) and the intercepts (higher \(K_m\)) varied with increasing concentration (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 1.0 \textmu M), suggesting mixed inhibition of AChE by this compound. The substrate–velocity curve (Fig. 5B) showed that \textbf{F048-0694} reduced the enzymatic velocity of the AChE-substrate catalytic reaction in a dose-dependent manner. For \textbf{G801-0274} (Fig. 5C and D), data from different concentrations (10, 30, 50, and 70 nM) also exhibited mixed inhibition of BuChE and a dose-dependent decrease of the enzymatic velocity of the BuChE-substrate catalytic reaction, similar to that of \textbf{F048-0694}. These results indicated that the two compounds may simultaneously bind to CAS and PAS when interacting with the targets.

### 2.3 Binding mode elucidation of the five hit compounds

Detailed binding patterns of the five hits to AChE were investigated by the CDOCKER molecular docking module implemented in BioVIA Discovery Studio 2016. Generally, all the hits were inserted well into the binding groove of AChE by simultaneously interacting with CAS and PAS, indicating a mixed binding pattern, which was consistent with the results of the kinetic studies. For \textbf{C629-0196} (Fig. 6A), the tricyclic ring was bound to the CAS of AChE, forming strong \(\pi-\pi\) stacking contact with the aromatic side chain of Trp84 and Tyr121. The piperidine amide linker was located in the narrow groove between

![Virtual screening workflow for the identification of new Che inhibitors.](image-url)
CAS and PAS. The terminal phenyl group bound to PAS through interactions with Trp279 and Tyr334. For G070-1566 (Fig. 6B), the phenyl ring became located in the CAS by interacting with Trp84. Hydrophobic contacts could also be observed between this phenyl ring with the side chains of residues in the CAS. The sulphanilamide of G070-1566 formed a hydrogen bond with the hydroxyl group of the side chain of Tyr121. This interaction could improve the binding affinity and stabilize the binding conformation to provide the interaction in the PAS, which was achieved by the pyrrole ring. The binding mode of G115-0283 (Fig. 6C) was similar to that of G070-1566. The sulphanilamide also formed a hydrogen bond with Tyr121, and the benzyl group became bound to the PAS by interacting with Trp279. The bicyclic ring was inserted into the CAS. It is noteworthy that the lactam moiety of the seven-membered ring formed two hydrogen bonds with His440, which is a critical residue in the Ser200–Glu327–His440 catalytic triad of AChE. Therefore, these interactions can hinder the approach of acetylcholine to the CAS, thus enhancing enzyme inhibition. For G801-0274 (Fig. 6D), the 1,3-dimethyl-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzo[d]imidazol-2-one moiety acted as the binder for CAS by interacting with the side chains of Trp84 and Phe330. The sulphanilamide also formed a hydrogen bond with Tyr121, enhancing the binding affinity. The benzyl group was located at the PAS and formed hydrophobic contact with Trp279. For F048-0694 (Fig. 6E), the benzyl ring was inserted deeply into the CAS and made contact with Trp84 through \( \pi-\pi \) interactions. Additionally, the bicyclic ring occupied the rest of the CAS, forming cation–\( \pi \) interactions with Asp72 through the thiazole ring. Another \( \pi-\pi \) contact to Tyr334 was also observed through this moiety. The 2,3-dihydrobenzo[\( \beta \)][1,4]dioxine moiety became bound to the PAS and made contact with Trp279 through \( \pi-\pi \) interactions.
The binding patterns of the four active compounds with BuChE were also analysed by molecular docking. Generally, these compounds bound to BuChE in similar U-shaped conformations, except for F048-0694; this can be attributed to its more rigid scaffold compared to the other three compounds. The conformations were much different from these line-shaped conformations when bound to AChE. In detail, for G070-1566 (Fig. 7A), the benzyl group was inserted into the bottom of the acyl pocket and formed hydrophobic contacts with Trp82, which is a key residue in the CAS of BuChE. Aided by the U-shaped binding conformation, the pyrrole ring became located at the middle of the CAS; thus, it occupied a much larger pocket compared to AChE. The ester moiety provided two hydrogen bonds with Gly116 and Ser198, which further stabilized the conformation. The piperidine sulphanilamide linker of G070-1566 was located at the open mouth of the CAS. The protonated nitrogen atom on the piperidine ring formed multiple cation–π interactions with the side chain of Tyr332, while the sulphanilamide moiety formed hydrogen bonds with Val288; this further improved the polar intermolecular recognition and resulted in sub-micromolar potency. For G115-0283 (Fig. 7B), the bicyclic ring was located at the bottom of the CAS; the oxygen atom of the lactam moiety functioned similar to that of the ester group of G070-1566, forming three hydrogen bonds with Gly116 and Ser198. The sulphanilamide group was involved in the hydrogen bond contact with Trp82. The protonated nitrogen atom on the piperidine ring formed a cation–π interaction with the side chain of Tyr332. The terminal benzyl group was located at the open mouth of the pocket. Remarkably, we observed polar conditions in this region; therefore, introducing polar substitutions into this benzyl ring may form rational polar contacts and thus improve the inhibitory potency. For G801-0274 (Fig. 7C), the 1,3-dimethyl-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzo[d]imidazol-2-one moiety inserted deeply into the bottom of the acyl pocket and formed strong hydrophobic interactions with the aromatic side chain of Trp82. The imidazolidin-2-one ring formed hydrogen bond networks

Table 2. The $V_{\text{max}}$ and $K_m$ values for compounds F048-0694 and G801-0274 in kinetic studies. Data are shown as the mean ± SD of three experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration (µM)</th>
<th>$V_{\text{max}}$ (µM min$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$K_m$ (µM)</th>
<th>$R^2$ squared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.66 ± 0.34</td>
<td>319.70 ± 53.13</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.38 ± 0.26</td>
<td>265.20 ± 55.72</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.94 ± 0.20</td>
<td>254.50 ± 50.42</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.24 ± 0.09</td>
<td>319.30 ± 60.48</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.95 ± 0.07</td>
<td>223.00 ± 30.95</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G801-0274 against BuChE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration (µM)</th>
<th>$V_{\text{max}}$ (µM min$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$K_m$ (µM)</th>
<th>$R^2$ squared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.36 ± 0.008</td>
<td>85.12 ± 5.12</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.30 ± 0.014</td>
<td>128.00 ± 14.51</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.019</td>
<td>178.50 ± 27.04</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.007</td>
<td>89.02 ± 10.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.005</td>
<td>95.78 ± 10.23</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 Lineweaver–Burk plots resulting from subvelocity curves of the AChE and BuChE activities with different substrate concentrations (25 to 450 µM) in the absence and presence of F048-0694 and G801-0274 at the indicated concentrations.
with Gly116; these can provide strong intermolecular recognitions between the compound and BuChE. The methyl group on this ring interacted with Phe329 through hydrophobic contact, which further improved its binding affinity. The terminal benzyl group pointed to the outside of the pocket. These interactions resulted in very strong binding at the bottom of the pocket, thus preventing binding of the substrate and leading to high inhibitory potency. **F048-0694** (Fig. 7D) became bound to BuChE in a line-shaped conformation, as mentioned above. The benzyl group was inserted into the bottom of the CAS and interacted with Trp82 through \( \pi - \pi \) stacking. The thiazole ring formed a \( \pi - \pi \) stacking interaction with Tyr332. The 1,4-dioxane moiety was

![Fig. 6 Binding mode predictions for C629-0196 (A), G070-1566 (B), G115-0283 (C), G801-0274 (D), and F048-0694 (E) with AChE (PDB ID: 2CKM). The compounds are shown in light blue stick mode; key residues are shown in yellow stick mode. Only polar hydrogen atoms are shown. Hydrophobic contacts and \( \pi - \pi \) stacking are depicted with purple dotted lines; H-bonds are represented with green dotted lines.](image)

![Fig. 7 Binding mode predictions for G070-1566 (A), G115-0283 (B), G801-0274 (C), and F048-0694 (D) with BuChE (PDB ID: 4TPK). Compounds were shown in light blue stick mode; key residues were shown in yellow stick mode. Only polar hydrogen atoms were shown. Hydrophobic contacts and \( \pi - \pi \) stacking are depicted with purple dotted lines; H-bonds are represented by green dotted lines.](image)
located at the open edge of the pocket. The oxygen atoms formed polar contacts with the backbone of Val288, supporting the above hypothesis that the introduction of polar groups at this region can provide additional intermolecular recognition.

As compound G801-0274 exhibited the highest selectivity for BuChE among all the hits, we next analysed the reason for this phenomenon. We superimposed the binding structure of this compound on AChE and BuChE (Fig. 8A). The carbon atoms of G801-0274 and the key residues of AChE are colored white, while the corresponding atoms in BuChE are colored blue. Compared to the conformation in AChE, G801-0274 exhibited a more contracted pose in BuChE in order to occupy the larger active site. However, if G801-0274 uses the same conformation to bind with AChE, there are two intermolecular collisions; one involves the sulphanilamide moiety, and the other takes place at the phenyl ring (the two positions are highlighted with dotted lines). Considering the larger binding site of BuChE, introducing bulky groups at these positions may enhance the target selectivity. Additionally, there is no doubt that the U-shaped conformation of G801-0274 will cost additional energy and lead to higher internal energy during the induced-fit binding process; introduction of bulky groups may help to restrict the flexible conformation when the compound binds to BuChE. Finally, introducing hydrogen bond donating or accepting groups at the imidazolidin-2-one moiety may enhance the polar intermolecular recognition and thus improve the activity. The detailed design strategy is summarized in Fig. 8B.

3. Conclusion

In the present study, we demonstrate the effectiveness of using a hierarchical structure-based virtual screening workflow to identify new ChE inhibitors. Specifically, we applied 3D shape-based similarity screening combined with the SBP model to efficiently narrow down 1,293,896 compounds to 1,089 compounds, which were further reduced to 106 compounds.
using molecular docking. The final 24 hits were subjected to biological validation with ChEs, leading to five active hits. To the best of our knowledge, these compounds have not been previously reported to be ChE inhibitors; thus, they provide interesting templates for the design of new inhibitors. Among them, G801-0274 exhibited a low nanomolar range IC₅₀ (0.031 ± 0.006 μM) and high selectivity (ratio = 66.13) against BuChE. Another compound, C629-0196, showed a moderate micromolar range IC₅₀ (1.28 ± 0.83 μM) against AChE; however, it had no activity against BuChE. These compounds provide good starting points for the discovery of highly selective ChE inhibitors. Additionally, we also determined the Clog P values of the 5 active hits (Table S2). Although lower than that of donepezil, the Clog P values of the hits still remained in an acceptable range (all of them were above 3), C629-0196 shows a comparable value (Clog P = 4.21) to donepezil. Therefore, these hits possess fundamentally lipophilic character which can be improved by further structural optimization.

4. Experimental section

4.1 Creation of the ROCS overlay and SBP model
Shape-based overlays used in further virtual screening were generated using the ROCS module (version 3.1.2) of the Openeye suite. Donepezil was used as a template molecule. The binding conformation of donepezil in complex with human AChE (PDB ID: 4EY7) was extracted and applied directly in the generation of the model. The Chemdiv compound collection was handled by the Omega module (version 2.4.6) to minimize the ligands and generate multiple conformations. For the superimposition of the molecules, a smooth Gaussian function was used to represent the molecular volume. Subsequently, the overlay of the molecules was corrected by simple matching of chemical functionalities.

The SBP model was generated using the Receptor–Ligand Pharmacophore Generation module in DS. The co-crystal structure of donepezil in complex with human AChE (PDB ID: 4EY7) was used to generate the model. The structure was first prepared using the Prepare Protein module in DS and was then subjected to model generation. The minimum and maximum features of the model were set to 4 and 6, respectively. A maximum of ten models were generated.

4.2 Virtual screening of the Chemdiv database
For the ROCS model, virtual screenings were performed based on the query overlay of donepezil. The parameters for the ROCS run were set as follows: rankby = combo and besthits = 1. Other parameters were set as default. For the SBP model, the hits from the ROCS screening were first subjected to the generation of multiple conformations using the Build 3D Database module. Align Ligand was set to True, and Search Method was set to Best. Other parameters were set as default.

4.3 Molecular docking
The docking studies were performed with the CDOCKER module implemented in DS. The principle of CDOCKER can be briefly summarized as follows: CDOCKER generates ligand “seeds” to populate the binding pocket. Each seed is then subjected to high temperature molecular dynamics (MD) using a modified version of the CHARMM force field. The structure after the MD run was then fully minimized under the forcefield. The solutions were then clustered according to position and conformation and were ranked by energy. The co-crystal structures of AChE bound with bis(7)-tacrine (PDB ID: 2CKM) and BuChE with a small molecule inhibitor, naphthamide (PDB ID: 4TPK) were used for molecular docking. The binding sites were defined according to the native ligand. The heating steps, cooling steps, and cooling temperatures were set to 5000, 5000, and 310, respectively. Other parameters were maintained as the defaults.

Finally, 24 hits were purchased from the Chemdiv database, with purity >95% (liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry, LC-MS).

4.4 In vitro cholinesterase inhibition assay
The assay followed the method of Ellman et al., using a Shimadzu 160 spectrophotometer. AChE (EC 3.1.1.7, Type VI-S, from Electric Eel, C3389) and BuChE (EC 3.1.1.8, from equine serum, C0663), 5,5′-dithiobis (2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB, D218200), acetylthiocholine iodide (ATC, A5751), and butyrylthiocholine iodide (BTC, B3253) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). AChE/BuChE stock solution was prepared by adjusting 500 units of the enzyme and 1 mL of gelatin solution (1% in water) to 100 mL with water. The solution was further diluted before use to give 2.5 units per mL. ATC/BTC iodide solution (0.075 M) was prepared in deionized water. DTNB solution (0.01 M) was prepared in water containing 0.15% (w/v) sodium bicarbonate. For buffer preparation, potassium dihydrogen phosphate (1.36 g, 10 mmol) was dissolved in 100 mL of water. The pH of the solution was adjusted to 8.0 ± 0.1 with KOH. Stock solutions of the test compounds were dissolved in ethanol to give final concentrations of 10⁻⁴ M when diluted to the final volume of 3.32 mL. For each compound, a dilution series of at least five different concentrations (normally 10⁻⁴ to 10⁻⁸ M) were prepared.

For measurement, a cuvette containing 3.0 mL of phosphate buffer, 100 μL of AChE or BuChE, and 100 μL of the test compound solution was allowed to stand for 5 min before 100 μL of DTNB were added. After the addition of 20 μL of ATC or BTC, the reaction was initiated and the solution was mixed immediately. Two minutes after substrate addition, the absorption was determined at 25 °C at 412 nm. For the reference value, 100 μL of water replaced the test compound solution. For determining the blank value, 100 μL of additional water replaced the enzyme solution. The measurement for each concentration was performed in triplicate. The inhibition curve was fitted by plotting the percentage enzyme activity (100% for the reference) versus the logarithm of the test compound concentration. The IC₅₀ values were calculated by GraphPad Prism 5, and the data were shown as mean ± SEM.

4.5 Kinetic study
Kinetic studies were performed in the same manner as the determination of ChE inhibition; the substrate (ATC/BTC) was
used in concentrations of 25, 50, 90, 150, 226, and 452 μM. For F048-0694, the concentrations were set to 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 1.0 μM. For G801-0274, the concentrations were set to 10, 30, 50, and 70 nM. The enzymatic reaction was extended to 4 min before the determination of the absorption. The $V_{max}$ and $K_m$ values of the Michaelis–Menten kinetics were calculated by nonlinear regression from substrate–velocity curves using GraphPad Prism 5. Linear regression was used to fit the Line–weaver–Burk plots.
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